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I. Overview of DISCA



Operating Segments 

Overview of  DISCA

International Networks

$3.1B Revenues, 48% 
U.S. Networks

$3.1B Revenues, 49%
Education and Other

$173M Revenues, 3%
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Content Development

• Produced – content that third party of  wholly owned 

production studios develop and produce 

• Co-produced – collaborated with third party to 

finance and develop because of  cost savings or 

inability to acquire 

• Licensed – films or series that have been produced by 

third parties (sports rights payments included)

Content from U.S. Networks is easy to modify for use abroad because of  universal nature of  content across 

language and time

• Affiliate Fees

• Digital Distribution Fees

• Advertising fees – upfront and scatter

• Distribution Services Fees

• Licensing Brands for Products

Revenue Streams



II. Investment Thesis 
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“The media sector is absorbing the impact of  the shift away from traditional television, 

which is hitting ratings and advertising revenues.” –Financial Times



The market believes that media companies will suffer as a result of  cord-cutting

A. Cord-Cutting 
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Consumers are cutting the cord at a steady but very slow rate

• Analysts have exaggerated the effect of  cord-cutting on cable content and the media industry

Case Study: Shares in Disney and Fox fell almost 20% since Bob Iger from Disney acknowledged 

in August 2015 that people were severing the cord even with ESPN 

1. Shifting to new distribution channels 

DISCA is not dependent on traditional cable 

networks and is entering the online streaming,  live 

content services and DTC OTT space to mitigate 

any long-term challenges 

2. International expansion reduces margins 

Recent profit margins are down as a result of  growth 

in the international segment, not because of  cord-

cutting 

3. Steady and slow decrease in cable subscribers 

The percentage of  total pay TV subscribers is 

holding fairly steady at 76% in 2016 vs 79% in 2015 

“The death of  old television has been a slow 

bleed….only about 1% a year” –The Economist



Influential millennials are the largest threat to DISCA’s business

A. Cord-Cutting 

Younger consumers are more likely to cancel their cable or satellite subscriptions 
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1. Fluctuating Preferences 

About 84% of  pay-TV customers said they expect to subscribe to cable a year from now, compared to 70% 

in 2015 and 91% in 2014, indicating a slow-down in cord cutting-PWC

2.   Shift to Video Content 

Around 42% of  all surveyed consumers said they are paying more today for video content than they were 

one year ago

3.   Recapturing Market in the Future 

Millennials may enter the cable market once again when they grow older and settle down with families 

4.   Hooking Young Consumers Early

Streaming can be a good way to hook on younger consumers now who will pay more in the future

Ages 21 to 34 - 38% 

Ages 50 to 64 - 15%
-Nielsen 



Downward pressure on cable companies will hurt DISCA’s profit margins

A. Cord-Cutting 

Market Misconception
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The Reality

Triple-Play

 Cable companies have flexible pricing strategies since 

cable is often purchased as a bundle product 

 DISCA expects to see fee increases of  5-7% annual 

increase in monthly subscription fee expected over 

the next five years

 DISCA channels have stronger ratings than many 

competitors and are unlikely to be dropped by cable 

companies

With millions of  families cutting the cord 

every year, DISCA will suffer pricing 

pressure passed on from cable companies 

that decrease cable subscription packages
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“There are no signs of  pay-TV providers in the U.S. losing their control anytime soon. 

Indeed, many of  them have a firm grip on the market and don't want to dramatically 

change their businesses.” -Fortune



B. Well positioned to face a competitive a-la-carte market

Cable companies will not deviate from the traditional box-subscription service method

Demand for a-la-carte television is growing steadily

 Nearly half  of  U.S. pay-tv subscribers would prefer a-la-carte channels

 A-la-carte TV is in high demand in Europe and Latin America

 Discovery has a loyal fan base
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There is strong demand for a-la-carte programming

Cable companies still have an iron-like grip on content, so a-la-carte television will not be successful



B. Well positioned to face a competitive a-la-carte market

A-la-carte pricing is not sustainable

DISCA is at an advantage compared to competitors in a-la-carte pricing  

 Discovery is priced at $2

 Other channels are more expensive:

 ESPN is $8

 CBS is $5.99

 Switching to a-la-carte may be more expensive 

overall for the consumer, but adding an extra 

$2 Discovery bundle has a minimal impact
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DISCA is well-placed for a shift towards a-la-carte programming

 A switch to a-la-carte programming is expensive for the consumer

 Most channels are more expensive than what consumers are willing to pay



B. Well positioned to face a competitive a-la-carte market

DISCA’s ratings are getting worse and people no longer wish to watch DISCA content

Discovery’s ratings are in line with recent trends and ad revenues will not suffer

 Advertising revenues depend on the number of  

subscribers, viewership demographics, the popularity 

of  Discovery content, and the ability to sell 

commercial time

 Advertising revenue growth in developing markets 

will come from subscriber growth, localization 

strategy, and the shift of  advertising spending 

from broadcast to pay television

 Advertising revenue growth in mature markets will 

come from increasing viewership and pricing and 

launching new services
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DISCA’s advertising revenues will increase

 Discovery’s ratings are down and Discovery’s ad revenues will decline as a result 

Channel % Change (2015-16)

TBS -12%

ESPN -11%

Discovery -10%

ABC -8%

Fox -4%

NBC 8%

CNN 77%

MSNBC 87%

Change in viewership



International Presence

C. International Reach

Discovery has a strong foothold in the international 

space

― International Networks generated revenues of  $3.1 

billion in 2015

― Discovery programs are distributed in 220 different 

countries and territories, virtually every Pay-TV market 

in the world

― More international viewers than any comparable 

company
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U.S. 49%
International

48%

Education and Other 3%

102 Million

85 Million

244 Million

International Brand Viewership International Operations

Broadcast Networks International Revenue Breadown



International Viewership (millions)
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66

74

86

100

94

101

71

91

107

347

212

310

137 M Total

306 M Total

447 M Total

193 M Total 

165 M Total

411 M TotalDomestic

Domestic

Domestic

Domestic

Domestic

Domestic

International

International

International

International

International

International

C. International Reach



International Expansion Potential
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Expansion Markets Advantages

Strong International Foothold

Wide Appeal of  Content

Low Incremental Costs

 Most general programs are apolitical and 

without significant cultural bias

 Allows programs to generate revenue in a 

wider range of  markets

 Many programs can simply be dubbed over in 

another language to create new content

 Low licensing and royalty fees: Sharks and 

Polar Bears don’t have agents

 Discovery operates in virtually every TV 

market in the world

 Knowledge of  local markets and access to 

existing distribution networks allow for more 

streamlined expansion

160 Million Non Pay-TV Households in 

Europe

125 MillionTotal Households in the US

 Pay TV households in the Asia Pacific 

Region are projected to increase by over 150 

million as infrastructure improves,  despite 

fears of  cord cutting

 200 million broadband subscriptions and 

600 million mobile data connections in 

Europe (more than the US) create large 

OTT opportunity

C. International Reach



Expansion Strategies
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Broadcast Rights Acquisition Over-the-Top Penetration

Adaptation to Local Trends Localized Content

 Acquisition of  all European broadcast 

rights for both Summer and Winter 

Olympic Games until 2024

 Acquisition of  all European Bundesliga 

broadcast rights until 2021

 “Based on data-driven insights, we 

understand the power of  telling 

homegrown stories.” –Rohit Tharani, 

Director of  Content Curation

 Creation of  16 new local commissions 

for Southeast Asia in 2017

 Management: “While pay-TV services 

have greater penetration in certain 

markets, free-to-air or broadcast television 

is dominant in others.”

 Acquisition of  FTA networks in Italy and 

Turkey to adapt to local market and 

expand viewer base

 Collaboration with MLB Advanced 

Media (BAMTech Europe) to expand 

Eurosport Player streaming service

 Hiring of  Ralph Rivera, former manager 

of  BBC Digital Media Services and 

creator of  BBC iPlayer

C. International Reach



III.   Valuation



Valuation
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DISCA warrants a multiple in line with hybrid content creators/distributors, not a discount 
to other content distribution channels.

LTM EBITDA 2300

LTM Comps Multiple 12.5x

Implied EV 28712

Cash 224

Debt 7901

Implied Equity Value 21035

Shares Outstanding 590

Implied Share Price 35.65

LTM EBIT 1974

LTM Comps 

Multiple 16.4x

Implied EV 32407

Cash 224

Debt 7901

Implied Equity Value 24730

Shares Outstanding 590

Implied Share Price 41.91

LTM Earnings 1135

LTM Comps Multiple 18.5x

Implied Equity Value 20998

Shares Outstanding 590

Implied Share Price 35.59

Target Price $              37.72 

Current Share Price $              28.50 

Implied Upside 32.3%
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Thank You


